We study the stringy description of N = 1 supersymmetric SU(N) gauge theory on R 1,2 ×S 1 . Our description is based on the known Maldacena-Núñez solution, properly modified to account for the compact dimension. The most interesting of its properties is that extra BPS M-branes are present, which generate a non-perturbative superpotential that we explicitly compute.
Introduction
The duality between string and field theory, in the framework originated by the AdS/CFT correspondence [1, 2, 3] , provides powerful tools to investigate the strong coupling dynamics of the latter. In view of their rich and quite well understood dynamics, N = 1 supersymmetric Yang-Mills (SYM) theories provide perhaps the best example to be studied in this perspective. One of their nice properties is that, sometimes, their infrared strong coupling properties can be encoded in a superpotential sourced by non-perturbative effects. The non-perturbative generation of a superpotential makes them appealing also for cosmological purposes and the related moduli stabilization problem [4, 5, 6] . In general it is important to find examples where such superpotential can be directly calculated.
In this talk we find such a concrete example by studying the string dual of N = 1 SYM on the cylinder (by cylinder we mean the flat space R 1,2 × S 1 , i.e. four-dimensional Minkowski space with one spatial direction compactified). This cylindrical geometry improves the understanding of the string theoretic description of non-perturbative gauge phenomena. From the field theory point of view, the generation of a superpotential in this geometry is nicely described in [7] .
Our analysis starts from the Maldacena-Núñez (MN) [8] solution, which describes the infrared (IR) of N = 1 pure SYM theory. Its ultraviolet (UV) completion is instead related to little string theory and the two regimes of the theory are not smoothly connected in terms of a unique solution (they are S-dual to each other). The source of this problem is the bad asymptotic behavior of the dilaton. On the gauge theory side this reflects the difficulties of joining the weak coupling with the strong coupling regime of confining SYM theory in a unifying picture.
On the field theory side it is known that such an interpolating picture exists if we compactify one spatial dimension and consider SYM on R 1,2 × S 1 [7] . In this case the nonperturbative physics is much better understood and typically infrared phenomena (such as gaugino condensation) have a semiclassical exhaustive description [7] . It is indeed possible to explicitly write a non-perturbatively generated superpotential that leads to a mass gap (providing a mass for the "magnetic" photons) and gaugino condensation.
To investigate SYM theory on the cylinder, we look for the proper modification of the MN background. When one deals with compact directions (as in the cylinder geometry we are considering here) the natural thing to do is T-duality. We then T-dualize the IIB MN solution along one of its flat spatial directions and consider the corresponding type IIA solution. This could be enough to study SYM on the cylinder, but the dilaton still diverges. As it is well known, this is a sign of the opening of the eleventh dimension. We then uplift the solution to eleven dimensions and find a globally well behaved solution. In this set-up SYM theory is the theory living on the worldvolume of N M5-branes that wrap a three cycle with topology S 2 × S 1 . Their backreaction generates the dual background. The eleven dimensional solution encodes in a non-trivial way the information that the dual SYM theory has one compact spatial direction.
In principle the solution we build in the way sketched above is just valid to describe the infrared of N = 1 SYM. We find that also its UV description (related to NS5-branes in type IIB) corresponds to the same eleven dimensional solution. We have then a unique picture connecting the UV and the IR of the gauge theory in terms of the worldvolume theory of N M5-branes in the background we find.
On this solution we perform various gauge theory computations and we find perfect agreement with expectations. Both for the perturbative and non-perturbative calculations, it is crucial to use the M5 and M2 worldvolume actions. In particular, we find that in this set-up the theory is naturally formulated in terms of the scalar field dual to the three dimensional vector and such dualization has not to be imposed, as it is usually done, by hand. Such degree of freedom is related to the "self-dual" three form living on the M5 worldvolume (to which the boundary of the M2-branes couples to).
The main novelty is that in this solution new kinds of instantons (the so-called "fractional instantons") have a natural description. They are responsible for the generation of the nonperturbative superpotential that we compute. In the M-theory description, they correspond to Euclidean M2 branes wrapping a three-cycle. Precisely two zero-modes are left by such configurations. This is the right number to generate a non-perturbative contribution to the superpotential [9] .
Eleven dimensional solution dual to Maldacena-Núñez
The Maldacena-Nuñez background is a solution of the equations of motion of type IIB supergravity [8] . If we perform a T-duality along one of the Minkowski coordinates and call z to the periodic T-dual coordinate, the type IIA background we obtain is (in string frame):
where φ is the type IIB dilaton and h is a function which depends on the dimensionless radial coordinate ρ:
The one-forms A i encode a fibration of the two-sphere (θ, φ) over the three-sphere parameterized by the set of su (2) left-invariant one-forms w i , (i = 1, 2, 3). The type IIA background also includes a RR potential
is the original RR potential of the MN solution.
One unsatisfactory aspect of the picture of the Yang-Mills theory on the cylinder in the type IIA MN set-up could be the bad behavior of the dilaton at large values of the radial coordinate. This signals the decompactification of the eleventh dimension of M-theory. Under this perspective, it is quite natural to up-lift the MN solution to eleven dimensional supergravity. One gets:
where C (3) is the magnetic potential under which the M5-branes are charged and the new eleventh coordinate y is also periodic.
This solution corresponds to have N M5 branes wrapping, besides an S 2 , the y circle 1 and smeared in the z direction. The gauge theory we are describing corresponds thus to the worldvolume theory of such M5-branes. We begin noticing an intriguing property of such description. Starting from eleven dimensions, for small ρ it is fine to go down to IIA along the y-circle: it has small radius and the IIA theory is well behaved. Thus we get a solution in terms of D4-branes. For big ρ instead the radius of the y-circle becomes big. If we insist on making the dimensional reduction along that circle, the dilaton diverges. But, as it is clear from eq. (2.3), the radius of the z-circle becomes small in the large ρ limit: it is now possible to reduce along z and get a well behaved IIA solution in terms of NS5-branes. The same happens in the type IIB MN solution, where for small ρ one has a well behaved solution in terms of D5 branes, while for big ρ the dilaton diverges and one needs to S-dualize the background and gets instead NS5 branes. We see here that the eleven dimensional picture gives a unifying picture of this phenomenon in terms of a unique theory on the M5-brane worldvolume.
M5-brane worldvolume theory
Let us consider a M5-brane where its worldvolume geometry is of the form R 1,2 × S 1 × Ω 2 , where Ω 2 is a two dimensional compact manifold whose volume element is V 2 dΩ 2 ( dΩ 2 = 4π). S 1 is a circle of radius g s √ α ′ . Standard Kaluza-Klein reduction on the internal three dimensional manifold S = S 1 × Ω 2 gives rise to the three dimensional gauge theory. To study such theory we need to investigate the M5 worldvolume dynamics. Our main tool will be the (covariant) worldvolume action written in [11] . In such formalism (usually called PST formalism), it is better if the internal manifold contains a factorized circle (or more generally its first Betti number should be different from zero)
2 . The M5 worldvolume PST action is [11] :
where g is the pullback of the eleven dimensional background metric, a is the PST scalar and the three-form H is defined as
where F is a worldvolume three-form field strength (F = dA (2) ). The two-formH is defined 6) and T M 5 is the M5-brane tension. Specifying to our case, we want to implement the KK reduction on the internal manifold S. We need to do a gauge fixing for the PST scalar. The most natural one is a = y, where y ∈ [0, 2π √ α ′ g s ] parameterizes the S 1 . Consistently with this choice, we consider the following two-form worldvolume potential A (2) :
where the indices a, b span the three dimensional Minkowski space (a, b = 0, 1, 2),
C a is a three dimensional vector and Σ is a dimensionless scalar field depending on the coordinates x a . Even if the properties of the quantum M5-brane theory are subtle, it is quite natural to quantize the possible variations of the two-form integrated on the (contractible) two-cycle. One way to see this is to use dualities that relate the two form A (2) to the NS-NS B (2) field. The relevant quantity which is allowed to change by integer units is:
The field Σ is thus naturally periodic. With our normalizations (3.7) its period is:
Inserting the ansatz (3.7) in (3.4) one gets the three dimensional action. Expanding it in powers of α ′ and discarding the constant term, the leading term that we get is the three dimensional flat spacetime action:
Thanks to the second term in (3.10) Σ is naturally interpreted as the scalar field dual to the vector one. We can interpret the vector field C a as a Lagrange multiplier and to vary with respect to it, enforcing the Bianchi identity constraint on Σ. Otherwise we can vary with respect to the vector ∂ a Σ and get the standard action in terms of the vector field C a . As a result, it is quite obvious to relate the volume V 2 of the two cycle to the square of the inverse of the three dimensional gauge coupling constant in the following way:
It is easy now to recognize (3.10) as the standard free Maxwell action in three dimensions.
Notice that the dualization term, which allows us to identify the scalar Σ as the dual to the vector field, it is contained here automatically in the worldvolume theory. Such theory is moreover written in terms of the scalar Σ, appearing in (3.10) the kinetic term for this field .
N = 1 super Yang-Mills on the cylinder
We are now ready to interpret the eleven dimensional solution given in section 2 from the field theory point of view. This is a N = 2 supersymmetric field theory in three dimensions obtained from a circle reduction of N = 1 (pure) super Yang-Mills in four dimensions. Being the M5-branes smeared in the z-circle, the gauge group is U (1) N −1 (the degree of freedom corresponding to the center of mass of the system is decoupled). Applying the analysis we described in the previous section (but omitting the dualization term), namely making an M5-probe computation and expanding the result in powers of α ′ , for the i-th gauge group we get: 13) it is easy to write the action in terms of the holomorphic field Ψ i = b i + iγ i simply as:
From (3.9) and (4.13) we can read off the period of γ i :
We look now for some M-brane configuration generating a superpotential. For this to happen one has to check that in presence of such M-branes there are two fermionic zeromodes [9] . The superpotential they generate is [9] :
where µ is a dimensionful scale (with inverse length dimension) related to the value of the radial variable at which the computation is made (it is the same value as the one at which the actions S M i are evaluated).
To have some intuition on what are these configurations, we start noticing that an instanton configuration is an (Euclidean) M2-brane wrapped along the Ω 2 introduced in section 3 and the entire z circle. In presence of such configuration, from the index theorem, we expect to have 2N fermionic zero-modes. Before doing the zero-mode counting, we have to remember that along the z-circle there are N M5-branes. It is well known that an M2-brane can end on an M5-one. Analogously, the instantonic M2-brane can open itself and end on one of the N M5s. We are thus led to consider N objects that are more basic than the instantonic M2-brane and can be seen as its constituents. These objects are the N M2-branes stretching between two consecutive M5-branes. In this way we get a picture very close to the field theoretical one of the instanton as being composed by more fundamental instanton partons [12] , the so-called "fractional instantons" (our open M2-branes).
For the kappa-symmetry analysis of this kind of configurations one can show that half of the supersymmetries of the background are preserved (in the proper limit) by such M2-branes [13] . This implies that two (real) supersymmetries are broken and, consequently, there are two fermionic zero modes in this background: they are the goldstinos of the broken supersymmetries. The equations of motion for the fermionic fluctuations (up to second order in fermions) in an arbitrary bosonic background were written in [14] . A direct inspection of such equations shows that the presence of other zero modes is unlikely. Therefore, we assume that in this background there are just the two goldstinos zero modes we discussed here.
The non-perturbative superpotential
To proceed further and write explicitly the superpotential generated by these M2-branes via the formula (4.16), we need the form of their worldvolume action. As we are considering open M2-branes stretching between two M5s, we have to pay attention to the fact that on the M5-brane worldvolume, the boundary of an M2-brane (a string) sources a potential. This is precisely the A (2) M5 worldvolume two-form potential. The coupling of open M2 to it is easily evaluated [15] (perhaps the best way of seeing it is by requiring gauge invariance for the C (3) potential). The resulting (open) M2 worldvolume action is:
where T M 2 is the tension of the M2-brane. Out of the N M5-branes we need to decouple the center of mass. To this aim, we consider one (non dynamical) M5-brane fixed at z = 0. For the i-th M2-brane (extending between the (i − 1) and the i M5-branes), we can evaluate the action (4.17):
18) where we make again the computation at θ Y M = 0. We must pay special attention to the N-th M2-brane, the one extending between the N − 1 M5-brane and the non dynamical one. In this case its action is not independent of the others, but it is given by the difference between the instantonic one (the one corresponding to the M5 extending along the entire circle z) and all the others N − 1. We call it Kaluza-Klein monopole (as it has been named the analogous configuration in field theory in [7] ). We easily compute its action and find perfect agreement with field theory (see eq. (2.10) of [7] ):
Putting all together and redefining (∆Ψ) i as Φ i , we get the superpotential (4.16):
This nicely reproduces the field theory one [7] . By extremizing it we get the M-branes equilibrium configuration:
where k is defined modulo N (see (4.15) ) and labels the N vacua resulting from the breaking of the Z 2N R-symmetry to Z 2 . These vacua are related to the ones of gaugino condensation. Domain walls naturally follow. Via this superpotential, the magnetic photons do get a mass. This is a signal of confinement.
